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Abstract
Recently, pre-trained language models mostly
follow the pre-train-then-fine-tuning paradigm
and have achieved great performance on vari-
ous downstream tasks. However, since the pre-
training stage is typically task-agnostic and
the fine-tuning stage usually suffers from in-
sufficient supervised data, the models cannot
always well capture the domain-specific and
task-specific patterns. In this paper, we pro-
pose a three-stage framework by adding a
task-guided pre-training stage with selective
masking between general pre-training and fine-
tuning. In this stage, the model is trained
by masked language modeling on in-domain
unsupervised data to learn domain-specific
patterns and we propose a novel selective
masking strategy to learn task-specific pat-
terns. Specifically, we design a method to
measure the importance of each token in se-
quences and selectively mask the important
tokens. Experimental results on two senti-
ment analysis tasks show that our method
can achieve comparable or even better per-
formance with less than 50% of computation
cost, which indicates our method is both effec-
tive and efficient. The source code of this pa-
per can be obtained from https://github.
com/thunlp/SelectiveMasking.
1 Introduction
Pre-trained Language Models (PLMs) have
achieved superior performances on various NLP
tasks (Baevski et al., 2019; Joshi et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020)
and have attracted wide research interests. Inspired
by the success of GPT (Radford et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), most PLMs follow the
pre-train-then-fine-tuning paradigm, which adopts
unsupervised pre-training on large general-domain
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Figure 1: The overall three-stage framework. We add
task-guided pre-training between general pre-training
and fine-tuning to efficiently and effectively learn the
domain-specific and task-specific language patterns.
corpora to learn general language patterns and su-
pervised fine-tuning to adapt to downstream tasks.
Recently, Gururangan et al. (2020) shows that
learning domain-specific and task-specific patterns
during pre-training can be helpful to the models
for certain domains and tasks. However, conven-
tional pre-training is aimless with respect to spe-
cific downstream tasks, and fine-tuning usually suf-
fers from insufficient supervised data, preventing
PLMs from effectively capturing these patterns.
To learn domain-specific language patterns,
some previous works (Beltagy et al., 2019; Huang
et al., 2020) pre-train a BERT-like model from
scratch using large-scale in-domain data. However,
they are computation-intensive and require large-
scale in-domain data, which is hard to obtain in
many domains. To learn task-specific language pat-
terns, some previous works (Phang et al., 2018) add
intermediate supervised pre-training after general
pre-training, whose pre-training task is similar to
the downstream task but has a larger dataset. How-
ever, Wang et al. (2019) shows that this kind of
intermediate pre-training often negatively impacts
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the transferability to downstream tasks.
To better capture domain-specific and task-
specific patterns, we propose a three-stage frame-
work by adding a task-guided pre-training stage
with selective masking between the general pre-
training and fine-tuning. The overall framework
is shown in Figure 1. In the stage of task-guided
pre-training, the model is trained by masked lan-
guage modeling (Masked LM) (Devlin et al., 2019)
on mid-scale in-domain unsupervised data, which
is constructed by collecting other corpora in the
same domain. In this way, PLMs can utilize more
data to better learn domain-specific language pat-
terns (Alsentzer et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Sung
et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019; Aharoni and Goldberg,
2020). However, the conventional Masked LM ran-
domly masks tokens, which is inefficient to learn
task-specific language patterns. Hence, we propose
a selective masking strategy for task-guided pre-
training, whose main idea is selectively masking
the important tokens for downstream tasks.
Intuitively, some tokens are more important than
others for a specific task and the important tokens
vary among different tasks (Ziser and Reichart,
2018; Feng et al., 2018; Rietzler et al., 2020). For
instance, in sentiment analysis, sentiment tokens
such as “like” and “hate” are critical for sentiments
classification (Ke et al., 2020). And, in relation
extraction, predicates and verbs are typically more
significant. If PLMs can selectively mask and pre-
dict the important tokens instead of a mass of ran-
dom tokens, they can effectively learn task-specific
language patterns and the computation cost of pre-
training can be significantly reduced.
For the selective masking strategy, we propose a
simple method to find important tokens for down-
stream tasks. Specifically, we define a task-specific
score for each token and if the score is lower than
a certain threshold, we regard the token as impor-
tant. However, this method relies on the supervised
downstream datasets whose sizes are limited for
pre-training. To better utilize mid-scale in-domain
unsupervised data as shown in Figure 1, we train a
neural network on downstream datasets where the
important tokens are annotated using the method
mentioned above. This neural network can learn
the implicit token-selecting rules, which enables us
to select tokens without supervision.
We conduct experiments on two sentiment analy-
sis tasks: MR (Pang and Lee, 2005) and SemEval14
task 4 (Pontiki et al., 2014). Experimental results
show that our method is both efficient and effec-
tive. Our method can achieve comparable and even
better performances than the conventional pre-train-
then-fine-tune method with less than 50% of the
overall computation cost.
2 Methodology
In this section, we describe task-guided pre-
training and selective masking strategy in detail.
For convenience, we denote general unsupervised
data, in-domain unsupervised data, downstream
supervised data as DGeneral, DDomain and DTask.
They generally contain about 1000M words, 10M
words, and 10K words respectively.
2.1 Training Framework
As shown in Figure 1, our overall training frame-
work consists of three stages:
General pre-training (GenePT) is identical to
the pre-training of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). We
randomly mask 15% tokens of DGeneral and train
the model to reconstruct the original text.
Task-guided pre-training (TaskPT) trains the
model on the mid-scale DDomain with selective
masking to efficiently learn domain-specific and
task-specific language patterns. In this stage, we ap-
ply a selective masking strategy to focus on mask-
ing the important tokens and then train the model
to reconstruct the input. The details of selective
masking are introduced in Section 2.2.
Fine-tuning is to adapt the model to the down-
stream task. This stage is identical to the fine-
tuning of the conventional PLMs.
Since TaskPT enables the model to efficiently
learn the domain-specific and task-specific patterns,
it is unnecessary to fully train the model in the stage
of GenePT. Hence, our overall pre-training time
cost of the two pre-training stages can be much
smaller than those of conventional PLMs.
2.2 Selective Masking
In our TaskPT, we select important tokens ofDTask
by their impacts on the classification results. How-
ever, this method relies on the supervised labels of
DTask. To selectively mask on mid-scale unlabeled
in-domain data DDomain, we adopt a neural model
to learn the implicit scoring function from the se-
lection results on DTask and use the model to find
important tokens of DDomain.
Finding important tokens
We propose a simple method to find important to-
kens of DTask. Given the n-token input sequence
s = (w1, w2, . . . , wn), we use an auxiliary se-
quence buffer s′ to help evaluating these tokens
one by one. At time step 0, s′ is initialized to
empty. Then, we sequentially add each token wi
to s′ and calculate the task-specific score of wi,
which is denoted by S(wi). If the score is lower
than a threshold δ, we regard wi as an important
token. Note that we will remove previous impor-
tant tokens from s′ to make sure the score is not
influenced by previous important tokens.
Assume the buffer at the time step i− 1 is s′i−1.
We define the token wi’s score as the difference
of classification confidences between the original
input sequence s and the buffer after adding wi,
which is denoted by s′i−1wi:
S(wi) = P (yt | s)− P (yt | s′i−1wi), (1)
where yt is the target classification label of the in-
put s and P (yt | ∗) is the classification confidence
computed by a PLM fine-tuned on the task. Note
that the PLM used here is the model with GenePT
introduced in Section 2.1, not a fully pre-trained
PLM. In experiments, we set δ = 0.05. The impor-
tant token criterion S(wi) < δ means after adding
wi, the fine-tuned PLM can correctly classify the
incomplete sequence buffer with a close confidence
to the complete sequence.
Masking on in-domain unsupervised data
For DDomain, text classification labels needed for
computing P (yt | ∗) are unavailable to perform
the method stated above.
To find and mask important tokens of DDomain,
we apply the above method to DTask to generate a
small scale of data where important tokens are an-
notated. Then we fine-tune a PLM on the annotated
data to learn the implicit rules for selecting the im-
portant tokens of DDomain. The PLM used here is
also the model with GenePT. The fine-tuning task
here is a binary classification to classify whether
a token is importent or not. With this fine-tuned
PLM as a scoring function, we can efficiently score
each token of DDomain without labels and select
the important tokens to be masked. After masking
the important tokens, DDomain can be used as the
training corpus for our task-guided pre-training.
3 Experiments
3.1 Experimental Settings
We evaluate our method on two sentiment anal-
ysis tasks: MR (Pang and Lee, 2005) and Se-
mEval14 task 4 restaurant and laptop datasets (Pon-
tiki et al., 2014), using the model architecture of
BERTBASE in Devlin et al. (2019). Consider-
ing the space limit, we only report the results on
SemEval14-Restaurant in the main paper. The re-
sults on SemEval14-Laptop can be found in the ap-
pendix. For simplicity, we abbreviate SemEval14-
Restaurant to Sem14-Rest in the rest of the paper.
In GenePT, we adopt BookCorpus (Zhu et al.,
2015) and English Wikipedia as our DGeneral. To
show that our strategy can significantly reduce the
computation cost of pre-training, we choose the
model which early stopped at 100k, 200k, and 300k
steps and the fully pre-trained model (1M steps).
In TaskPT, we use the pure text of Yelp (Zhang
et al., 2015) and Amazon (He and McAuley,
2016) as our in-domain unsupervised dataDDomain.
These two datasets are both 1000 times larger than
MR & Sem14-Rest (DTask), and 100 times smaller
than BookCorpus & English Wikipedia (DGeneral).
In fine-tuning, we fine-tune the model for 10
epochs and choose the version with the highest
accuracy on the dev set.
3.2 Experimental Results
Efficiency
We report our accuracy-pre-training-step lines of
all four combinations of downstream tasks and
DDomain in Figure 2. Note that since the cost of the
selective masking is insignificant compared with
that of the task-specific pre-training, it is ignored
in Figure 2. The detailed analysis of the computa-
tion cost in selective masking can be found in the
Appendix. From the experimental results, we can
observe that
(1) Our method achieves comparable or even
better performances on all 4 settings with less than
50% pre-training costs, which indicates our task-
guided pre-training method with selective masking
is both efficient and effective.
(2) Our selective masking strategy consistently
outperforms the random selecting strategy that
most previous works use, which indicates that our
selective masking works well for capturing task-
specific language patterns.
(3) In the 4 settings, our model performs best
in Sem14-Rest + Yelp, in which our model outper-
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Figure 2: Experimental results on 4 different combinations (Task + DDomain). The y-axis indicates the test accu-
racy. The x-axis indicates the overall pre-training steps. The general pre-training starts at 0 steps and stops at 100k,
200k and 300k steps, corresponding to the “General Pre-train” line. Then task-guided pre-training or random mask
pre-training runs for about 200k steps, corresponding to the “Selective Mask” line and “Random Mask” line.
MR Sem14-Rest
w/o Task-guided pre-training 87.37 88.60
Amazon Random 88.35 90.40Selective 89.51** 91.56**
Yelp Random 87.20 90.70Selective 88.15** 91.87*
Table 1: Test accuracies of models trained with differ-
ent methods (without task-guided pre-training or task-
guided pre-training with different masking strategies)
after full general pre-training (1M steps). ∗ and ∗∗ in-
dicate statistically significant (p < .05 and p < .001).
forms the fully pre-trained BERTBASE by 1.4%
with only half of the training steps. While in
MR+Yelp, the model performs worst, in which our
accuracy drops 1.94% compared with the fully pre-
trained model. This is because the text domains
of Sem14-Rest and Yelp are much more similar
(both restaurant reviews) than those of MR and
Yelp (movie reviews and restaurant reviews). It
indicates that the similarity between DDomain and
DTask is critical for our task-guided pre-training
to capture the domain-specific and task-specific
patterns, which is intuitive.
Effectiveness
To evaluate the effectiveness of task-guided pre-
training, we continue to pre-train the fully pre-
trained BERTBASE on the in-domain data. We
use the official model in (Devlin et al., 2019) as the
fully pre-trained BERTBASE. From Table 1, we
have the following observations:
(1) Compared with the fully trained GenePT,
our model with TaskPT achieves significant im-
provements in 3 settings no matter which kind of
Downstream Dataset: MR
Text: Constently touching, surprisingly
funny, semi-surreal ##ist exploration of the
creative act.
In-domain Dataset: Yelp
Text: Nice, clean, simple setup. Limited seating.
Cakes are aw ##sum! Very fresh. Even
have egg ##less cakes. Food is good as well.
Really like the pan ##ner pan ##ini. Also
other items are worth checking out.
Table 2: The former one is a sequence masked by our
selective method on downstream data. The latter one is
a sequence masked by the PLM scoring function. The
bold tokens are selected to be masked.
masking strategies is used, which shows the task-
guided pre-training can help the model to capture
the domain-specific and task-specific patterns. In
the MR+Yelp setting, the random masking harms
the model performance, which indicates not all
patterns in DDomain can benefit downstream tasks.
(2) In all settings, our selective masking strategy
consistently outperforms the random masking strat-
egy, even on the setting of MR+Yelp. It indicates
that our selective masking strategy can still effec-
tively capture helpful task-specific patterns even
when the DDomain is not so close to the DTask.
3.3 Case Study
To analyze whether our selective masking strategy
can successfully find important tokens, we conduct
a case study, as shown in Table 2. In this case,
we use MR as the supervised data and Yelp as
the unsupervised in-domain data. It shows that
our selective masking strategy successfully selects
sentiment tokens, which are important for this task,
on both supervised and unsupervised data.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we design task-guided pre-training
with selective masking and present a three-stage
training framework for PLMs. With task-guided
pre-training, models can effectively and efficiently
learn domain-specific and task-specific patterns,
which benefits downstream tasks. Experimental
results show that our methods can achieve better
performances with less computation cost. Note
that although we only conduct experiments on two
sentiment classification tasks using BERT as the
base model, our method can easily generalize to
other models using masked language modeling or
its variants and other text classification tasks.
Besides, there are still two important directions
for future work: (1) How to apply task-guided
pre-training to general domain data when the in-
domain data is limited. (2) How to design more
effective strategies to capture domain-specific and
task-specific patterns for selective masking.
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Appendices
A Cost of Selective Masking
In practice, our selective masking method de-
scribed in Section 2.2 can be implemented in the
following 4 steps:
• Fine-tune BERT. Fine-tune a checkpoint af-
ter the GenePT on downstream supervised
datasets (i.e., MR & SemEval14).
• Downstream Mask. Selectively annotate
important tokens on downstream supervised
datasets using the method stated in “Finding
important tokens”.
• Train NN. Train a token-level binary classifi-
cation BERT model from the checkpoint af-
ter the GenePT on downstream supervised
datasets where important tokens are anno-
tated.
• In-domain Mask. Use the token-level binary
classification model trained in the Train NN
step to select important tokens on in-domain
unsupervised datasets (i.e., Yelp & Amazon),
and mask them.
The additional time cost introduced by the 4
steps in selective masking strategy is shown in Ta-
ble 3. From the table, we conclude that the extra
computation time cost of our selective masking
strategy is insignificant compared with the cost
saved in the pre-training stage, so we ignore it in the
calculation and comparison of pre-training steps.
MR SemEval14
Yelp Amazon Yelp Amazon
Finetune BERT 10 10 3 3
Downstream Mask 20 20 10 10
Train NN 10 10 3 3
In-domain Mask 40 120 40 120
Sum 70 150 56 136
Saved Cost 2160 2160 2160 2160
Table 3: The comparison between the cost of the 4
steps for tokens selection and that saved by our selec-
tive masking method (in minutes). The 1-5 lines are
the time for every stage and their summation of token
selection. The last line is the saved pre-training time.
In Figure 3, we also illustrate the proportion of
different stages according to the time they spend in
our experiments. The whole pie is the conventional
random-masking pre-training cost and the colored
sectors are the time cost of the proposed GenePT,
selective masking strategy, and TaskPT. The white
sector, as a result, indicates the pre-training time
saved in our training framework. From the figures,
we can see that the cost of selective masking only
contributes a small part of the whole pre-training
time and about half of the conventional pre-training
cost (about 36 hours in our experiments) is saved
with our method.
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Figure 3: The proportion of the time cost of different pre-training stages 4 different combinations (Task +DDomain).
The whole pie represents the time cost of the conventional pre-training method. The colored sectors represent the
time cost of GenePT, selective masking, and TaskPT respectively. The white sector shows the time saved by our
training framework.
B Detailed Experimental Setup
B.1 GenePT
We generally followed the pre-training procedure
and hyper-parameters of BERTBASE in (Devlin
et al., 2019) except that we set the max tokens
number in a sequence to 256 and utilized FP16
precision1 for efficiency. We pre-trained the model
on 4 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. The whole 1M-step
training completes in about 3 days and we saved
checkpoints at 100k, 200k, and 300k steps during
the process.
1https://github.com/NVIDIA/
DeepLearningExamples/tree/master/
PyTorch/LanguageModeling/BERT
B.2 Selective Masking.
The implementation details of each steps in selec-
tive masking are described as follows.
Fine-tune BERT. We fine-tuned the checkpoint
that stopped GenePT at 100k, 200k, 300k, and
1M steps respectively on downstream supervised
datasets MR and SemEval14 with the same hyper-
parameters. The fine-tuning batch size was 64 with
max tokens number 256. The learning rate was
2e-5 and we used 42 as the random seed. We fine-
tuned for at most 10 epochs and selected the model
with the highest accuracy on valid datasets.
Downstream Mask. We used the models after
being fine-tuned on MR and SemEval14 as clas-
sifiers to perform the important tokens selecting
method on downstream supervised datasets. The
sentences were tokenized by the BERT’s sub-word
tokenizer. We set δ = 0.05 in all circumstances.
After the selection, important tokens were anno-
tated as label “1” while others were labeled as “0”.
Train NN. We added a token-level binary classi-
fication head on the top of the BERT checkpoints
after GenePT and fine-tuned them with the anno-
tated data after the Downstream Mask stage. The
max sequence length was 128, with batch size 64
and learning rate 1e-5. Besides, to balance the two
labels, we set the weight 1.5 for label “1”(important
tokens).
In-domain Mask. The NN-based token selec-
tion was performed by classifying each token
in mid-scale in-domain datasets with the model
trained after the Train NN stage. If the classifica-
tion result was “1”, then the token was regarded as
important and would be masked in the pre-training
stage afterward.
B.3 TaskPT
We then continued pre-training the checkpoints
after GenePT on selectively masked in-domain
datasets. The hyper-parameters were almost the
same as that in GenePT, except that we only pre-
trained for at most 200k steps.
B.4 Fine-tuning
The model after TaskPT was then fine-tuned on
downstream datasets MR and SemEval14. The
hyper-parameters were generally the same with
the Fine-tune BERT stage (B.2) except that we
averaged the model performance over 10 different
random seeds: [13, 43, 83, 181, 271, 347, 433, 659,
727, 859] to provide more convincing results.
C Detailed Datasets Description
We utilized 4 sentiment classification datasets in
our experiments. The train/dev/test splits and other
statistical information of the 4 datasets are shown
in Table 4.
Dataset Amount Classes
MR 8534/1078/1050 2
SemEval14 3333/185/973 3
Yelp 700k 5
Amazon 3M 5
Table 4: Datasets statistics. Note that we only use the
pure text in the training set of Yelp and Amazon as in-
domain unsupervised data
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Figure 4: Experimental results on Sem14-Lap + Yelp
and Sem14-Lap + Amazon. The y-axis indicates the
test accuracy. The x-axis indicates the overall pre-
training steps. The general pre-training starts at 0 steps
and stops at 100k, 200k and 300k steps, correspond-
ing to the “General Pre-train” line. Then task-guided
pre-training or random mask pre-training runs for about
200k steps, corresponding to the “Selective Mask” line
and “Random Mask” line.
MR MR2 is movie-review data for the use in
sentiment-analysis experiments. Since the origi-
nally released data does not provide train/dev/test
split, we randomly sampled 80% of the whole set
for training, 10% for validation, and 10% for test-
ing.
SemEval14 SemEval143 is the restaurant-
domain dataset released by the task 4 in
SemEval14 competition. The original task is
aspect-based sentiment analysis. To convert it into
a conventional sentiment classification task, we
concatenated the aspect tokens and text tokens to
form a full sentence as the input to the model.
Yelp Yelp4 is a 5-class sentiment classification
dataset of reviews about restaurants obtained from
the Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2015. In our exper-
iments, we only used its pure text as in-domain
unsupervised data.
Amazon Amazon5 is composed of different re-
views on the Amazon website. Similar to Yelp,
we only used its pure text to construct in-domain
unsupervised data.
2http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/
pabo/movie-review-data/
3http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/
task4/index.php?id=data-and-tools
4https://www.kaggle.com/yelp-dataset/
yelp-dataset
5http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
D Results on SemEval14-Laptop
Here we present additional experimental results
on the SemEval14 task 4 laptop dataset. We use
SemEval14-Laptop as the downstream task dataset
and use Yelp and Amazon as in-domain datasets
respectively. Similar to Section 3.1, we applied our
task-guided pre-training to the BERTBASE model
early stopped pre-training at 100k, 200k, 300k
steps to evaluate the efficiency of our method
and also continued to pre-train from the fully pre-
trained BERTBASE to evaluate the effectiveness.
The accuracy-pre-training-step lines of the effi-
ciency experiment are reported in Figure 4 and
the accuracies in the effectiveness experiment are
shown in Table 5.
Sem14-Lap
w/o Task-guided pre-training 72.57
Amazon Random 73.22Selctive 74.15
Yelp Random 73.73Selective 75.26
Table 5: Test accuracies of models trained with dif-
ferent methods (without task-guided pre-training or
taskguided pre-training with different masking strate-
gies) after full general pre-training (1M steps).
From the results, we can conclude that our
method is also both effective and efficient on the
Sem14-Lap dataset, reaching a better performance
with less than 50% training cost.
